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LEADERS MEET: US President Joe Biden and First Lady Dr Jill Biden
are pictured with Guyana President Dr Irfaan Ali during the recently concluded
9th Summit of the Americas in Los Angeles last week. Dr Ali was one of several
Caribbean leaders who attended the summit, and used the opportunity to champion the causes of not just Guyana, but neighbouring Trinidad and Tobago and
Barbados, as well as Suriname. “We have the resources to make this region energy secure,” Ali told the gathering. More on this story on Page 8
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MINISTER AT MINERAL CONFERENCE: As Guyana continues to
accelerate and position itself to grow globally, Natural Resources Minister, Hon.
Vickram Bharrat is currently leading a delegation representing the Government
of Guyana at the 7th Annual International Mines Ministers Summit in Toronto.
The event was organized by the Prospectors and Developers Association of
Canada (PDAC), the World Economic Forum and the Intergovernmental Forum
on Mining, Minerals, Metals and Sustainable Development. The Summit took
place on June 14 during PDAC 2022: the world’s premier mineral exploration
and mining convention. Above, the Minister is pictured with some participants.
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* Providing compassionate client centred service with The Royal
Bank for 18 years
* Various roles ranging from front line client services to team
leadership, inclusive of management
* Assisting clients in achieving their financial goals
* Greater than 10 years of experience in guiding clients to
successful home ownership

Call Sriharan at 416-836-2230
or via email Sriharan.parameswaran@rbc.com
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After leaving 10 dead in his wake,
Toronto van killer gets life in prison
Grief, anger and a sense of profound loss filled a Toronto courtroom
Monday as a mass murderer responsible
for the deadliest attack in the city's history was sentenced to life behind bars.
The sentence handed to Alek Minassian – which limited his parole ineligibility to 25 years due to a recent
Supreme Court decision – marked an
end to a lengthy legal process that began
in April 2018 after he deliberately drove
a rented van down a busy sidewalk,
leaving 10 people dead. Another woman
died more than three years later from injuries suffered that day.
"We all wanted him to not be eligible for parole for much, much longer but
... I'm happy that we have him behind
bars," Omar Najjar, the son of one of
those killed in the attack, said outside
court after the sentence was handed
down.
Monday was a day for victims and
their families as court heard dozens of
impact statements from those deeply affected by the attack. It was the first opportunity they had to face the killer in
person after his judge-alone trial and
verdict occurred over videoconference
during the pandemic.
Carmela D’Amico, the mother of
Anne Marie D'Amico who was killed in
the attack, cried for a full minute before
composing herself and unleashing a
tirade against her daughter's killer.
"You took my beautiful baby girl
away from me" she said. "She was at the
prime of her life, completely healthy
and vibrant."
Haneen Najjar, whose father died
in the attack, said she worried something would happen to her parents in
Jordan when she immigrated to Canada
in 2017 with her brother.
"Little did I know that this fear will
materialize here in Toronto, thousands
of miles away from their home and in
such a horrific and devastating way,"
she said.
Munir Najjar, 85, died that day. He
was in town with his wife to visit their
children and grandchildren. His daughter said her 15-year-old son discovered
his grandfather died after recognizing a

Alek Minassian

lone shoe in the street near a covered
body.
"Can anyone imagine the impact of
such a disaster on a child?" she said
through tears.
Fifteen others were injured in the
rampage that sent shock waves across
the country.
The judge sentenced the killer to
20 years for 15 counts of attempted
murder related to those injuries, with
that term to be served concurrently.
Justice Anne Molloy, who presided
over the case, said while the recent
Supreme Court ruling prevents consecutive sentencing for multiple murders,
the victim impact statements delivered
in the case earlier Monday were still important.
"Every single one of these lives
were precious," Molloy said, choking
up, as she delivered her sentence.
"What you said counts, it matters,
it matters to me and it will matter to
other people who will have to make decisions in the future."
A nine-year-old boy submitted a
drawing, without words, as his victim
impact statement. Diyon lost his mother,
Renuka Amarasinghe, in the tragedy.
The sketch, in coloured pencil on lined
paper of the sun shining down on the
boy and his mother, moved the court to
tears.
"It's lovely," said Molloy, who

wiped away a few tears as she looked at
the image.
Eight women and two men died on
April 23, 2018, when the killer, bent on
infamy, angered by women who wouldn’t sleep with him and radicalized in the
bowels of the internet, deliberately
drove a rented van down a busy sidewalk.
Molloy found Minassian guilty last
year of 10 counts of first-degree murder
and 16 counts of attempted murder.
On Monday, Molloy sentenced the
killer to life for the attempted murder of
Amaresh Tesfamariam, who was paralyzed in the attack. She lived for more
than three years in two hospitals, her
heart stopping many times, but eventually died last October as a direct results
of her injuries.
By that point, the judge had already convicted Minassian on the attempted murder count.
"In reality, this is a murder," Molloy said. "You killed this woman the
same way you killed the other 10 people
and I am imposing a life sentence."
Tesfamariam's niece, Luwam Ogbaselassie, described her aunt's life after
the attack. She was paralyzed from the
neck down, needed a ventilator to
breathe and had to learn how to talk
through it after every time her heart
stopped beating.
"Amaresh’s murder was an excruciatingly painful and traumatizing death
drawn out over 3.5 years," Ogbaselassie
said.
The killer remained quiet throughout his sentencing hearing, sitting in an
ill-fitting grey suit and staring much of

the time at the floor.
Robert Forsyth told the court about
his aunt, Betty Forsyth, who he called a
"walking library" of family information.
"Her presence and many untold
stories are lost forever," he said, his
voice catching, as he stared at Minassian.
Robert Anderson described his
own debilitating injuries. He spent four
weeks in the ICU with a brain hemorrhage, a lacerated liver that needed surgery and a sliced spleen that needed to
be removed.
"I carry on with my normal daily
activities but no longer do my cycling
due to dizziness," he wrote. "My shortterm memory continues to suffer from
the head injuries."
Jun Seok Park, who now lives with
permanent brain damage, hearing loss
and vision problems, can't work because
of her injuries.
"I have to worry about having a
seizure and stroke every day until I die,"
she wrote.
On top of that, she said her family
has since disavowed her after coming
from Korea to Canada to help her for 19
months.
"They broke relationship with me
and don’t have contact with me anymore because they think I am the thing
that ruined their life financially," Park
wrote.
Betty Forsyth, Ji Hun Kim, So He
Chung, Geraldine Brady, Chul Min
Kang, Anne Marie D'Amico, Munir Najjar, Dorothy Sewell, Andrea Bradden,
Renuka Amarasingha and Amaresh
Tesfamariam died as a result of attack.
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StopDeporting
the games,problems
AG Williams
Almost to the date 42 years after his
The decision by Guyana Attorney Genassassination, Guyanese scholar Walter
eral Basil Williams to file two appeals of
Rodney’s words continue to echo across
the decision by Chief Justice Roxanne
the globe.
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refer,
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course,
to
the attempt
the National Assembly, pursuant to article
by the British authorities to deport asy106 (6) of the constitution,” the Attorney
lum seekers in the UK to Rwanda.
General contends in his appeal.
The plan is to send some migrants
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who arrive in the U.K. as stowaways or
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cessful,
will
stay in
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specifiedrather
by thethan
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country,
returning
Britain.
The UK, of course, sees this as “important to thwart the criminal gangs that
send migrants on risky journeys across
the English Channel”, according to the
government.
The British argues that this
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ofand
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I cameseekers
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41 years
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for the Motherland, hence the
of all Members of Parliament present redecision to ship them overseas, so they
gardless if they are present or not. The
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Human
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idea
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and
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now that its bid to overturn the vote has
of money, since the UK reportedly paid
been found lacking.
Rwanda 150 million to do the dirty deed.
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It’s inhumane because not all of the
administration.
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is contrary
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devoted
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care in one
of the very

theLegal
spirit minds
of theeverywhere
UN’s 1951have
Refugee
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vention, to which England is a signatory.
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But scholars like Rodney would
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to
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to to
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of may
this face
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with us
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well
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Poor African nations might jump at
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world, never
mind
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whether
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countries,
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on what happens
to theminonce
they
symptom
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andland
as

in a third country.
And you can’t blame them. Just
They may think these are strategic
read Rodney and you’ll understand why
moves, but the drama is being seen by the
they’re impoverished in the first place international community for what it is: a
- caused in many instances by the very
desperate
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to hold
power.
same country
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wants
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deport
global
community
has
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as
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much to
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Guyana government.
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the ground
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despite
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migrants earmarked for deportation
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at all
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In addition,
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Open Letter: Violent act won’t stop me
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$400M in contracts signed for sugar factories
AS the government moves forward with the planned reopening of
several estates, the Guyana Sugar Corporation (GuySuCo), on Friday, signed
nine contracts valued in excess of $457
million for the procurement of critical
machinery for the Guyana Sugar Corporation (GuySuCo).
The GuySuCo contract awards
were part of a wider $491,567,360 in
contracts signed by agencies under the
Ministry of Agriculture on Friday. The
monies are part of the ministry’s works
programme for the year 2022.
Following his ascension to office
in 2020, President, Dr Irfaan Ali, announced that his government will begin
the process of reopening three of the
four sugar estates that were closed by
the previous APNU+AFC government.
Enmore, Rose Hall, Skeldon and
Wales complete the list of the closed
sugar estates.
The contracts will see works being
done at the Rose Hall and Blairmont
Sugar Estates in Region six (East
Berbice-Corentyne).
Closure of these sugar estates saw
an increase in unemployment as it was
the main source of income in the sugarproducing districts.
Meanwhile, the New Guyana Marketing Corporation (New GMC) and
the National Drainage and Irrigation
Authority (NDIA) also signed contracts

GuySuCo’s Chief Executive Officer, Sasenarine Singh with a private contractor at Friday’s signing ceremony

for the supply of critical machinery totalling some $18,895,000 and
$14,700,000, respectively.
During brief remarks, Agriculture
Minister, Zulfikar Mustapha said the
investments show the government’s
commitment to advancing the sector.
“In total, we have about $500 Million in contracts; half a billion in contracts, and this here shows the
investment in the agriculture sector…

[and] only yesterday we commissioned
a pontoon in the Pomeroon to help
farmers in the area.”
Minister Mustapha added: “We
see this sector as one of the most important sectors in the country’s economy in terms of food security, and we
will continue to make that investment.”
He also urged contractors to ensure goods and services are supplied
and executed within the contractual pe-

riod.
“You, as contractors, have to ensure that you complete these works on
time. And those contractors that were
given jobs in the estates, I want to ensure that you guys comply with the
time, because we have time to reopen
these estates and also to put in critical
capital investments in the operating estates,” Minister Mustapha charged.
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Ninth Summit of Americas:
Let’s listen to Guyana’s Ali
From the Trinidad Express
AS expected, boycotts over the
Biden administration’s invitation list
dominated the Ninth Summit of the Organization of the Americas (OAS) in Los
Angeles. However, several Caricom
leaders who attended very successfully
and effectively used the summit as a
platform from which to challenge the
unilateral decision of the US to exclude
the leaders of Cuba, Venezuela and
Nicaragua.
Among those who minced no
words on the issue was Prime Minister
Dr Keith Rowley, who, speaking as “a
proud member of the Caribbean Community” urged respect and regard for
“all states within our hemisphere, including Cuba and Venezuela”. Similarly,
Dominica’s Roosevelt Skerrit called for
an end to the blockade against Cuba, citing its “history of extraordinary humanitarianism” and its “unjust listing as a
state which sponsors terrorism”.
One could detect in the Caricom
presence a notable heightening of confidence which may have something to do
with Barbados’ straight-talking Prime
Minister, Mia Mottley, whose mastery of
complex issues with a Caribbean earthiness has been winning friends and influ-

Guyana’s Dr Irfaan Ali

Trinidad’s Dr Keith Rowley

encing people the world over.
However, the address that should
command our attention was that of
Guyana’s President, Dr Irfaan Ali. Listing the troubling hemispheric statistics
on hunger and poverty, education and
housing deficits, low agricultural yield
and natural disaster impacts, Dr Ali declared that Guyana was ready to make
its contribution to humanity and the region. As he noted, Guyana comes to the
table with phenomenal natural resources. “We’re among the best in managing our forests with a deforestation

rate of 0.05 per cent… We have standing
forests the size of England storing 19.5
gigatons of carbon. We have 11 billion
barrels of proven oil reserves; as I speak
an assessment of gas reserves is underway.”
Guyana has had its problems, he
said, but with its economy projected to
double in size in two years, it recognises
that the optimum path forward lies in
collaboration.
“We cannot be reckless and we
would not be irresponsible in managing
these resources in the interest of the

world and the interest of this region.
This, coupled with the potential of Suriname and Trinidad and Tobago and possibilities through investment and
exploration, with gas in Barbados we
can make this region energy secure. Let
us get together and have a conversation
that defines a pathway for energy security for this region.”
Earlier, Dr Ali has been emphatic in
championing Trinidad and Tobago as a
possible solution to the US problem of
declining proven reserves of crude oil
and natural gas: “Trinidad and Tobago
has an opportunity with proven natural
gas reserves of 10 trillion cubic feet and
an estimated potential of 23 trillion
cubic ft. They must be part of the equation in finding a solution to this problem,” he declared without further
elaboration.
In a few sentences, Dr Ali offered a
glimpse of a Caribbean integrated by the
competitive advantages of its members.
Although long championed by committed integrationists, the vision has found
little fertile ground within the insular
corridors of political power.
Change may be upon us. Let’s take
up Dr Ali’s invitation to get together and
talk.

No more Sputnik vaccines for Guyana
THE Guyana Ministry of Health
has discontinued the use of the Sputnik
V COVID-19 vaccines here.
This is according to the Minister
of Health, Dr Frank Anthony, who
made the revelation on the side-line of
an event some days ago.
When asked about vaccines and
their shelf life, the Health Minister said
his ministry is no longer administering
the Russian-made Sputnik V vaccines.
As a result, he noted that what was
left of the last set of the vaccines were
used. The remaining quantity expired
and could not be used.
“We’re no longer giving Sputnik.
So, what we have, we have utilized and
we had some that expired,” he said
even as he added that he did not have
the direct number of vaccines that had
expired at the time.
As he spoke about the shelf life of
the vaccines, Dr Anthony said that it
would vary, depending on the vaccine.
He indicated that some of the vaccines that have been procured are expected to expire in October of this year
while others would expire in December.
“We have three vaccines that we
are using. We have Sinopharm — that
goes until 2023. We have a limited
amount of Johnson & Johnson remain-

Flashback: shipments of the Sputnik V vaccines arrive in Guyana during the height of the pandemic

ing… then the rest of the vaccines that
we currently have is really Pfizer vaccines,” the Health Minister said.
The Russian-made vaccine, which
was the first registered COVID-19 vac-

cine, was the backbone of Guyana’s
COVID-19 inoculation campaign as the
government was able to procure over
400,000 doses.
The vaccine used two different

components for its first and second
dose. Despite being used in a number
of countries since its registration, Sputnik V has not yet been approved by the
World Health Organization (WHO).
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B.C. actor had plan to kill prime
minister after murdering his mother
A British Columbia actor who has
pleaded guilty to the second-degree
murder of his mother had a plan to drive
to Ottawa to kill Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau in the days following her
killing.
The revelation was made in B.C.
Supreme Court during the first day of
the sentencing hearing for 24-year-old
Ryan Grantham, who pleaded guilty on
March 9.
According to the admission of
facts read out by the Crown, Grantham
shot his mother Barbara Waite, 64, in
the back of the head while she played
piano in their Squamish townhouse on
March 31, 2020.
The next day, while her body still
lay in the pool of blood, Grantham
loaded his car with three guns, ammunition, 12 Molotov cocktails, camping
supplies and a printed Google map with
directions to Rideau Cottage in Ottawa.
Grantham mentioned killing
Trudeau in both his statement to police
and in excerpts from his private journal
that were read out in court.
He set out driving east, but only
got as far as Hope, B.C., before turning
around amidst thoughts of committing
mass violence and killing people on
Vancouver's Lions Gate Bridge or at
Simon Fraser University, where he was
a student.
Later that night he drove to Vancouver police headquarters in East Vancouver to turn himself in and
approached an officer sitting in a police
car. He told the officer, "I killed my
mother."

Ryan Grantham: pleaded guilty to murdering his mother

Grantham has acted in film and
television since he was nine years old.
His credits include B.C.-filmed TV series including Riverdale, Supernatural
and iZombie, and the films Diary of a
Wimpy Kid and The Imaginarium of
Doctor Parnassus.
The court heard how Grantham
had escalating feelings of self loathing,
hopelessness and a desire to commit violence in the months leading up to the
murder. He was struggling with school,

smoking a lot of cannabis, feeling angry
and anxious over perceived failures,
and contemplating suicide.
In the days before the murder,
Grantham did a walk-through of the
crime, surreptitiously approaching his
mother with a gun on at least one occasion.
He also recorded himself on a
GoPro camera. One video that was
shown in court appears to show the
walk-through. In another, taken on the

day of the murder, he shows his
mother's body and describes what happens.
"I shot her in the back of the head,"
he says. "In the moments after, she
would have known it was me."
In his statement to police,
Grantham said in the hours after the
murder he freaked out, wrote in his
journal, took the video, went out to get
money, marijuana and beer, came home,
experimented with making Molotov
cocktails and watched Netflix for two
and half hours. He then covered his
mother's body with a sheet and went to
bed.
The March 31 entry in his journal
reads in part, "I'm so sorry mom, I'm so
sorry Lisa ... I hate myself. There's a lot
of media of me out there … film and
TV … hundreds of hours of me that can
be viewed and dissected ... No one will
understand," the journal reads.
Before leaving Squamish on April
1, he hung a rosary from the piano and
arranged lit candles around the body.
Waite's body was found by her
daughter on the evening of April 1. Lisa
Grantham went to the home concerned
after her mother failed to return phone
calls and messages.
In her victim impact statement,
Lisa Grantham said her life and career
has been devastated by the murder. She
said there is no doubt in her mind that
her brother is a dangerous person.
Second-degree murder comes with
an automatic life sentence. The Crown
is asking for 17 to 18 years of parole ineligibility.

Feds to post wait times for passports
Passport offices are still dealing
with a surge of applications, the minister
responsible says, and wait times are "far
from acceptable."
Karina Gould says those long wait
times are her top priority, but she cannot
say when things may return to normal.
The federal government says 72 per
cent of Canadians who apply for a passport in any manner will get it within 40
business days, while 96 per cent of people who submit their application in person will get their passport within 10
business days.
The government's website now includes estimated wait times for visits to
passport offices, updated three times a
day, to help people plan.
On Monday afternoon you could
expect to wait four hours and 45 minutes
at the Ottawa location, three hours in
Toronto, and six hours and 45 minutes
in Vancouver.
Gould says her department is considering further changes, including moving the application process online.
She also says her department is
working with Immigration, Refugees

and Citizenship Canada to determine if
there's a way to issue passports to people
as they get their citizenship instead of requiring a separate application. Both examples will take time to implement.
There are typically between two
million and five million passport applications per year in Canada. During the
pandemic, only about 1.5 million passports were issued over two years.
As a result, passport staff were
given other work during that time and
Service Canada is now trying to shift
that work elsewhere.
And while Gould says 2022 is on
track to be at the high end of the typical
range, close to five million, "we've typically been able to manage that volume
throughout the year but we're seeing the
surge happening all at the same time,
which of course is leading to long lineups."
Australia's passport processing
times are six weeks, according to Gould,
while it takes 10 weeks to get a passport
in the United Kingdom and 11 weeks to
get one in the United States.
People are encountering long lines to apply for passports
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Hundreds of companies sign up
for Building Expo 2022
WITH over 100 international and
local companies set for International
Building Expo 2022, Guyana’s construction sector will be propelled in a more
innovative direction.
On Friday, the Ministry of Housing
and Water’s Central Housing & Planning
Authority (CH&PA) held a meeting to
update sponsors and members of the
public on the progress of the event.
The meeting was held at the National Stadium, Providence, East Bank
Demerara (EBD), where the Expo will
be held from July 22-24, 2022.
Minister of Housing and Water,
Collin Croal; Minister within the Ministry of Housing and Water, Susan Rodrigues; Permanent Secretary, Andre

Ministers Croal and Rodrigues with PS Ally in discussion on the plans for the Building Expo 2022

Ally, and a number of sponsors were

present.

Minister Croal noted the support of
corporate Guyana thus far as most of the
booths have been reserved.
Speaking on the agency’s role in the
expo, Minister Croal said several model
homes will be on display as a way of
showcasing the many housing options
available to Guyanese.
Also, the ministry’s flagship
“Dream Realised” House Lot Allocation
and Title Distribution exercise will be a
daily feature at the event.
The expo will create an opportunity
for local, regional and international investors to showcase new and innovative
techniques in the building and construction sector.
In her remarks, Minister Rodrigues
said the Expo will serve as a blueprint
for Guyana’s architectural future. It will
see the introduction of 3D building technology in the country. Additionally, environmentally sustainable homes built
with recycled materials and other model
homes will be on display at the expo.
Construction for some of the model
homes has already started on site.
Companies on board for the Expo
include the Continental Group of Companies; DuraVilla Homes; the Guyana
Bank for Trade and Industry; Republic
Bank Guyana Ltd., the New Building
Society, E-Networks, Torginol, Gafsons,
Unicomer Guyana (Courts), amongst
others.
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Agriculture equally as important
as Oil & Gas Sector: Jagdeo
REGION Three is slated to undergo major transformation with the roll
out of a series of large scale-infrastructural projects, Vice-President, Dr Bharrat Jagdeo, said during an outreach there
on Friday.
Addressing hundreds of residents
at separate meetings at the Canal # One
Tarmac and Crane Village, West Coast
Demerara, Dr Jagdeo reiterated that
while the region will see a transformation in infrastructure, agriculture will
not be neglected as it is equally important as the oil and gas sector.
He underscored that for agriculture
to thrive, proper drainage and irrigation
systems have to be in place to minimise
flooding, and this is a major focus of the
government.
A few months ago, the Vice-President met with farmers, engineers and regional officials from Regions Two,
Three, Five and Six, at the Arthur
Chung conference Centre to definitively
tackle flooding in these regions.
Since then, he said a number of
contracts have been awarded, and in Region Three, contracts to the tune of
$1.3B have been awarded for procurement of two heavy-duty pumps to improve drainage at A-Line and Canal #
One.
“At B-Line, we are now working to
build a bigger bridge across the road and
open up the sluices there. At Patentia
and other areas we are working to expand capability there too. This is crucial
for us… once the projects get implemented and combined this will be in excess of $5B in infrastructural work, right
here, in this end, to improve drainage,”
the Vice-President said.
This is on drainage. Significant attention has also been placed on roads
and minimising traffic congestion and in
this vein the Mandela to Eccles fourlane road was conceived and executed.
To further minimise the problem
on the East Bank, a contract has been
awarded to take the road to Diamond.
“So by next year, from Diamond
into Georgetown, you will have a new
four-lane alignment ready. We have
awarded a contract for US$106M from

Brian Tiwarie, OMC, AA - CEO

Vice President, DR Bharrat Jagdeo speaks at the meeting with farmers

Ogle now to come back to about Eccles
area, so you have 12 lanes going into
Georgetown,” he told the gathering at
Canal # One Tarmac.
The government has also conceptualised, did the feasibility study and
raised the finances for the new four-lane
Demerara Harbour Bridge. That contract has already been awarded, and according to Dr Jagdeo, when the
US$261M high-rise bridge is completed, it will be a “showpiece”.
“[It] will come across the Demerara into this region so people would not
have to worry about this harbour bridge
anymore. That contract was awarded.

We have just gone out to tender for the
part from Crane. A four-lane road from
Crane will come all the way to connect
back the road so you can bypass the traffic in the Vreed-en-Hoop area. Before,
maybe by the end of July, we will open
the bids for that, so maybe two to three
years’ time, that would be completed,”
he said, noting that this project alone is
around $12B.
The gas-to-shore plant will also be
built at Wales, Region Three. The project entails bringing the pipeline in,
building the power plant and building a
natural gas liquids facility. It will cost
over US$1.5B.

“It will create thousands of jobs because once this comes in here, a whole
range of other industries are going to
move to the Wales Industrial Estate. So
the pipeline, we are bringing in 50 million cubic of gas to generate 250-300
megawatts of power,” he said, noting
that this single plant which is expected
to come onstream in by 2024 will cut
the price of electricity by 50 per cent.
This will be a big boost to industries and a great benefit to ordinary consumers. Aside from power generation,
the pipeline could be an off-shoot for a
fertiliser and protein plant.
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US$50B to accelerate climate action in Latin America, Caribbean
THE Inter-American Development
Bank (IDB) has reaffirmed its leadership in climate and ‘green’ financing,
and signed an agreement with regional
development partners to make US$50
billion available, through 2026, to support ambitious climate action in Latin
America and the Caribbean.
The agreement, announced at the
Ninth Summit of the Americas, is part
of a collaborative effort among the Development Bank of Latin America
(CAF), the Caribbean Development
Bank (CDB), and the Central American
Bank for Economic Integration
(CABEI), a release from the bank said.
The IDB’s ambitious target of 40
per cent climate and ‘green’ finance by
2025, and its commitment to align its
operations to the Paris Agreement by
2023 make it a climate-action leader
among regional development banks. In
2021 alone, the IDB and its private-sector arm, IDB Invest, delivered a record
total of $6 billion in climate finance.
“We are excited to continue carrying out the work we announced at
COP26 last year, including our commitment to lead with US$24 billion in climate and ‘green’ finance to Latin
America and the Caribbean through
2025. We look forward to leading on expanded partnerships, raise ambitions regionally and globally, and open the
doors for critical private resources. Investing in a ‘green’ transition today is an
investment in the future itself,” said
President Mauricio Claver-Carone.
The IDB’s work supports efforts to
mitigate disaster and climate risk, and
ensure public policies address these ac-

There are fears that climate change will make the Caribbean uninhabitable

tions. This year, the bank will launch a
new platform for ministries of finance
in the region, enabling the exchange of
knowledge and approaches to climate
policy, regulatory reform, budgeting,
and fiscal reform for climate action.
The bank said it will continue to
build towards delivering US$1 billion
for the Amazon Initiative at the request
of the countries of the Leticia Pact.
These funds will support sustainable

land use, the bioeconomy, human capital, and sustainable cities and infrastructure, while transversally addressing
forest conservation, gender, diversity
and institutional strengthening.
The IDB, the release said will continue supporting and promoting sovereign and non-sovereign sustainability
and green-bond emissions.
“Our work includes expanding our
award-winning Green Bond Trans-

parency Platform, which already covers
73 per cent of the region’s bond emissions, worth US$26.8 billion,” the release noted.
Climate Change is a priority area
of Vision 2025, the IDB’s roadmap for
achieving recovery and sustainable, inclusive growth in Latin America and the
Caribbean.

Guyana Minister in India for new ferry launch
PUBLIC Works Minister Bishop
Juan Edghill is on an official visit to
India for the launching ceremony of
the ocean-going cargo-cum-passenger
ferry vessel being built for Guyana by
M/s Garden Reach Shipbuilders and
Engineers Limited as part of a Government of India’s Line of Credit-cumGrant project.
According to a release, the ministerial delegation comprises of Joan
Edghill, spouse of the minister, who
will actually launch the vessel into the
water; Rosalinda Rasul, Chairperson,
Transport and Harbours Development
Board, and Patrick Thompson, Chief
Transport Planning Officer, Ministry
of Public Works.
The delegation arrived in New
Delhi on Sunday, and will depart New
Delhi for Kolkata on Tuesday to lead
the launch ceremony. As per the programme, the delegation will be in New

A ferry similar to this one is being launched in India for use in Guyana

Delhi for two days, during which time
Minister Edghill will be meeting senior
Government of India ministers, namely
Shri Jyotiraditya Scindia, Minister of
Civil Aviation; and Shri Raj Kumar
Singh, Minister of Power, New and
Renewable Energy.
The release noted that currently,
five Lines of Credit from the Government of India, that is, on road infrastructure (US$ 50M for the East

Coast-East Bank road) and renewable
energy (US$ 10M solar energy) installation are under process in Guyana,
along with the Ferry (US$ 12.77M),
installation of drainage pumps (US$
4M) and renovation of three hospitals
(US$ 18M).
Minister Edghill is also scheduled
to visit an Ethanol Blending Facility
for petroleum, belonging to the Oil
Public Sector Enterprise Indian Oil

Corporation, which could be of importance to Guyana, since Guyana is a
major sugarcane-producing country,
and is very active in climate change
mitigation efforts, the release said.
High Commissioner of India to
Guyana Dr. KJ Srinivasa noted that
“India-Guyana bilateral cooperation
are expected to receive another important boost with this visit, which closely
follows on the heels of the recent visit
of Hon’ble Hugh Hilton Todd, Minister for Foreign Affairs for the Raisina
Dialogue in New Delhi, followed by
extensive bilateral engagements with
Indian Prime Minister, His Excellency
Narendra Modi and External Affairs
Minister Hon’ble Dr. S Jaishankar and
others. Multiple engagements in other
sectors, including healthcare, education, and finance are also in the
works.”
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Pediatric Covid vaccines rolled out
AIDEN Drepaul, a seven-year-old
Grade 2 pupil of the New Market Primary School, was the first child in Region 6 to receive the pediatric Pfizer
vaccine when the Ministry of Heath
launched its vaccination campaign in
the region on Monday.
The lad was accompanied by his
mother, Deepa Joseph, a teacher.
Joseph said that she was anxiously
awaiting word on the availability of the
vaccine in Guyana, and when she learnt
that the first batch had arrived, she
gave her consent to ensure that her son
could get the vaccine. The specially
formulated COVID-19 vaccine is for
children in the 5-11 age group.
“I feel it’s very important for the
children to be vaccinated, as it will not
only reduce their risk of contracting the
COVID-19 virus, but also prevent them
from major complications if they contract it. Since cases have been on the
rise recently, I am very happy the government launched this, because I have
always wanted my son to get it,”
Joseph said.
She used the opportunity to encourage other parents to get their children vaccinated, since it would be for
their protection.
“Over time, we have given the
children many different vaccines for
different sickness, and it’s another form
of sickness, and we are giving them another vaccine to be protected. So, I
would advise parents to not hesitate.
My son sees the vaccine as something
good, and we lead by example, too, as
we (parents) would have already taken
ours,” Joseph said.
The New Market Primary School,
in Number 63 Village, East BerbiceCorentyne, was the first of several
schools that the Ministry of Health
through the Regional Health Services
of Region 6 will be visiting. Health officials are striving for herd immunity.
Nalini Ally, 28, of Number 65 Village, was among a large number of parents who turned up at the school to
ensure their child/children receive their
‘jab’. She, her 10-year-old son, and sixyear-old daughter waited patiently for
their turn to be registered. They subsequently received the vaccine.
Ally said that she understands the
need for the children to be vaccinated,
especially given that school has been
reopened fully.
“I feel more safe for them to be
among the teachers and children at
school. Now I don’t have to keep them
home; they can go to school regularly,
and I know they will be protected from
the virus,” she said.
Another parent, Sandra Tikaram,
who is a nurse, said that as a health
worker, she has seen first-hand the devastation that COVID-19 has caused.
She noted that the vaccine serves to
cushion the severity of the symptoms.
On that note, she called on parents to
make use of the opportunity, and ensure their children are vaccinated.
Her brave six-year-old daughter,
Monisha Tikaram, told this publication
that getting the vaccine did not hurt.

Deepa Joseph (left) comforts her son, Aiden Drepaul, after he received the COVID-19 vaccine. He was the first
child in line when the vaccination campaign was rolled out in Region 6

Seconds later, she smiled and said,
“Maybe a little like an ant bite.”
The little girl encouraged her
peers to not be afraid to take the vaccine.
While delivering brief remarks at
the launch of the region’s vaccination
campaign, advisor to the Ministry of
Health, Dr. Leslie Ramsammy said
some 14,000 children between the ages
of 5-11 in Region 6 are eligible for the
‘jab’.
He expressed hope that the region
can lead the cause towards achieving
herd immunity.
Dr. Ramsammy noted that while
some 36,000 students aged 12 to 18
have already taken both doses of the
COVID-19 vaccine, that figure only
represents approximately 50 per cent of
the children in that age group.
To this end, he emphasised that
the government cannot do it alone. He
called on parents and guardians to step
up and support the government’s efforts.
“There is, at this moment, a huge
risk that half of the students in high
school, our 12-18 age group, are not
yet vaccinated. Let me state this very
pellucidly, the Government of Guyana
is not going to leave any child behind.
We have the vaccines, and the re-

sources to ensure that every child from
five years old to 18 years old can be
vaccinated. The government has provided all the resources, and the health
workers and the Ministry of Health are
ready. We now need the rest of the partnership to step up, and that is the parents and other community people.
There is no excuse,” he stressed.
Dr. Ramsammy appealed to the religious leaders to do their part as representatives with responsibility for the
wellbeing of their followers by using
every available opportunity to encourage persons to get themselves and children vaccinated.
In closing, he reminded everyone
that COVID-19 is still very much alive
and present, and will continue to pose a
great risk to everyone, unless everyone
gets vaccinated to help eliminate the
virus, just as vaccines have helped to
eliminate polio and other diseases.
Meanwhile, Director of Regional
Health Services, Dr. Vishalya Sharma
noted that she is pleased with the efforts made by the government to ensure
that systems were in place in a timely
manner, to ensure they were equipped
with the necessary resources to tackle
the virus.
She said that to date, they have
come a far way in dealing with the pan-

demic. She also commended the health
team for working beyond the call of
duty to ensure the smooth vaccination
rollout for all ages.
“Today, we have the testing and
swabbing capacity across the region;
we have moved from having patients at
the health centre being treated, to now
our own regional infectious unit, of
which, even today, we admit and see
patients. This is possible due to the
commitment of the government in ensuring that we have all the necessary
systems in place to tackle ‘COVID’.”
Dr. Sharma stated that regionally,
85.8 per cent of adults have received
their first dose, while 66.4 per cent
have received their second dose. However, there is more room for improvement, she said.
In the region’s adolescent age
group, she said 51.2 per cent have received the first dose, while 36.4 per
cent have received their second dose.
Dr. Sharma used the opportunity
to call on persons who have not yet received their jab to visit the nearest
health centre to get it so that they can
protect themselves and ultimately, the
region can achieve 100 per cent coverage.
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Home Construction Assistance
Facility rolls out in Region Six
Thirty families from Region Six,
East Berbice Corentyne will soon be
occupying their new homes at Ordinance Fortland, as construction progresses. The first-time homeowners
earlier today were allowed to select
their lot number, during an allocation
exercise at the New Amsterdam RDC,
compound.
Director of Operations Mrs.
Denise King Tudor, Regional Housing
Officer, Ms. Kristina Muthusami and
the team led the exercise as the allottees continued the documentation
process. The allottees who have been
in the housing database for a long
while had indicated their interest in
built units.
A total of 100 single flat two bedroom units are currently under construction at Ordinance Fortland, with
another 100 completed at Williamsburg/Hampshire. Also, another 59
units will be constructed at Williamsburg/ Hampshire as the Ministry continue its mandate to provide affordable
housing for all.

Housing Minister Collin Croal hands over the documents for a house to a resident

Special Education Needs to be improved
comprehensively – Minister Manickchand
The Honourable Minister of Education, Priya Manickchand led a team from
the Ministry of Education on Tuesday to engage teachers who teach at Special Education Needs schools across the country. The consultation was held in the Conference Centre at the Cyril Potter College of Education’s Turkeyen Campus.
The purpose of the consultation was to hear from teachers within this specific
area about what they believe the Ministry can do to improve the SEN sector in
terms of education delivery and the needs of students and teachers.
Minister Manickchand said that SEN cannot be ignored and that it is an area
that the Ministry of Education as well as the Government of Guyana feels strongly
about. “This is something that we feel strongly about. We have to address it comprehensively,” the Education Minister noted.
The teachers today raised several points about how the system for SEN students and teachers can be improved at the various institutions and nationally. Minister Manickchand told the educators that the Ministry is genuine about moving the
sector forward and that this cannot be done without their contribution. She said that

Minister of Education, Priya Manickchand delivering remarks

Teachers at Special Education Needs schools in attendance

special education needs children have more specialized needs than children who do
not have special needs and as such a different and much more effective approach
has to be taken to make their experience in school more fulfilling and rewarding.
She said that she believes that the Ministry is on a strong platform to move the
sector forward for SEN so that the system can produce citizens who can be self-sufficient when they leave school thereby fulfilling the purpose of benefitting from a
good education.
Further, Minister Manickchand said that a special pathway programme will
commence in September at the Cyril Potter College of Education to train interested
persons in becoming Special Education Needs teachers. Minister Manickchand was
joined by the Chief Education Officer, Dr. Marcel Hutson, Deputy Chief Education
Officer (Development), Ms. Volika Jaikishun, Deputy Chief Education Officer
(AHED), Mr. Marti DeSouza and Education Specialist, Dr. Olato Sam.
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Next oil lift could earn Guyana
over US$120M, says government
THE sale of Guyana’s next share
of oil from the operations of ExxonMobil could earn the country a significant amount of revenue if prices
remain constant or fluctuates marginally.
At end of Tuesday, the cost for
Brent – the benchmark Guyana uses to
sell its crude – stood at approximately
US$120 per barrel. Should this remain
the case when the country sells its next
one-million-barrels of oil in a matter
of days, the country would rake in as
much as US$120 million.
In the coming years, Guyana is
looking to position itself as a key producer with the capacity to cushion
some of the supply shortfalls on the
global market.
Oil and gas revenues are being
generated from the ExxonMobil operations, offshore Guyana.
As it is now, the company has
four sanctioned projects offshore
Guyana. Of those, Liza Phase One is
producing approximately 130,000 barrels per day, using the Liza Destiny
floating production storage and offloading (FPSO) vessel, while the Liza
Phase Two, which started production
in February, is steadily ramping up to
its capacity of 220,000 barrels per day,
using the Liza Unity FPSO vessel.
The third project, Payara, is exMinister of Public Works, Juan Edghill and representatives of Guyana’s High Commission to India tour IndianOil in
pected to produce 220,000 barrels per
New Delhi
day; construction of its production vessel, the Prosperity FPSO, is running
overall well-being and welfare of
approximately five months ahead of
every Guyanese, the government is
schedule, with start-up likely before
crafting a framework for development
year-end 2023. The fourth project, Yel- that will be sustained through prudent
lowtail, is expected to produce
and effective investment of oil funds
250,000 barrels per day when the One
into education, health, infrastructure
Guyana FPSO comes on stream in
and the non-oil sectors.
2025.
Vice-President, Dr. Bharrat
ExxonMobil is also moving ahead Jagdeo, had said that the intention of
with plans for its fifth development
the incumbent is to craft a framework
project in the Stabroek Block, Uaru,
for the future which will see more prowhich is expected to produce up to
ceeds from the petroleum industry
250,000 barrels of oil per day.
going toward Guyanese.
“These projects will bring huge
“… we have to spend the money
benefits to Guyana,” President of
to build the future, that is why we have
ExxonMobil Guyana, Alistair Routmade it clear in our manifesto, when
ledge, said during a brief interview re- we campaigned between 2015 and
leased by ExxonMobil.
2020, that money will be spent on eduIt was reported that returns from
cation, healthcare, infrastructure and
the sector are expected to catapult
assistance to non-oil industries,” the
Guyana to the ranks of wealthiest
Vice-President told residents of Recountries in the Western Hemisphere,
gion Six during a recent Cabinet outthereby increasing the government’s
reach.
fiscal space to invest in initiatives
Those are the four areas that will
geared at expanding the economy, and attract the ‘bulk of the resources’ and
improving the overall welfare of citiare part of a broader plan to ensure
zens.
that Guyana’s economy continues to
In order to solidify the foundation thrive long after oil resources would
1911 Finch Ave W, North York, ON M3N2V2 (Jane & Finch Mall)
of Guyana’s economy and enhance the have been exhausted
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Guyana oil fund now stands at US$643M
GUYANA’S latest sale of oil has
pushed its revenues in the Natural Resource Fund (NRF) to US$643,981,234,
according to the latest statistics from the
Bank of Guyana.
Based on information from the
Central Bank, the country received
G$21,381,305,000
(approximately
US$102M) from the sale of its latest
share of oil from the offshore operations
of ExxonMobil.
Under the Production Sharing
Agreement (PSA), Guyana receives two
per cent royalty and 50 per cent profit
oil, which is what remains after the producer recovers its production cost.
It was reported, recently, that the
government made its first withdrawal
from the NRF.
The government, pursuant to Section 16 of the NRF Act 2021, has since
transferred US$200 million (G$41.7 billion) from the NRF to the Consolidated
Fund to finance national development
priorities.
This transfer, according to a statement from the Ministry of Finance, was
made in accordance with the strengthened legal architecture of the NRF Act
2021 and follows the publication in the
Official Gazette of all petroleum revenues paid into the fund during the period January 1 to March 31 2022.
The NRF Act 2021 which came
into operation on January 1, 2022, represents a significant improvement in
transparency and accountability and the
overall management of the natural resource wealth of Guyana for present and
future generations.

It would be recalled, that as part of
the Budget 2022 process, parliamentary
approval was granted for a total of
US$607.6 million to be transferred during the fiscal year 2022.
Oil and gas revenues are being generated from the ExxonMobil operations,
offshore Guyana.
As it is now, the company has four
sanctioned projects offshore Guyana. Of
those, Liza Phase One is producing approximately 130,000 barrels per day,
using the Liza Destiny floating production storage and offloading (FPSO) vessel, while the Liza Phase Two, which
started production in February, is
steadily ramping up to its capacity of
220,000 barrels per day, using the Liza
Unity FPSO vessel.

The third project, Payara, is expected to produce 220,000 barrels per
day; construction of its production vessel, the Prosperity FPSO, is running approximately five months ahead of
schedule, with start-up likely before
year-end 2023. The fourth project, Yellowtail, is expected to produce 250,000
barrels per day when the One Guyana
FPSO comes on stream in 2025.
ExxonMobil is also moving ahead
with plans for its fifth development project in the Stabroek Block, Uaru, which
is expected to produce up to 250,000
barrels of oil per day.
“These projects will bring huge
benefits to Guyana,” President of ExxonMobil Guyana, Alistair Routledge, said
during a brief interview released by

ExxonMobil.
It was reported that returns from the
sector are expected to catapult Guyana
to the ranks of wealthiest countries in the
Western Hemisphere, thereby increasing
the government’s fiscal space to invest
in initiatives geared at expanding the
economy, and improving the overall welfare of citizens.
In order to solidify the foundation
of Guyana’s economy and enhance the
overall well-being and welfare of every
Guyanese, the government is crafting a
framework for development that will be
sustained through prudent and effective
investment of oil funds into education,
health, infrastructure and the non-oil sectors.
Vice-President, Dr. Bharrat Jagdeo,
had said that the intention of the incumbent is to craft a framework for the future
which will see more proceeds from the
petroleum industry going towards
Guyanese.
“… we have to spend the money to
build the future, that is why we have
made it clear in our manifesto, when we
campaigned between 2015 and 2020,
that money will be spent on education,
health care, infrastructure and assistance
to non-oil industries,” the Vice-President
told residents of Region Six during a recent Cabinet outreach.
Those are the four areas that will attract the ‘bulk of the resources’ and are
part of a broader plan to ensure that
Guyana’s economy continues to thrive
long after oil resources would have been
exhausted.
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Guyana could become transport
hub for South America
GUYANA’S geographical location
on the edge of South America has made
the country the shortest and most economical route for exports from Brazil
through the Panama Canal, according to
the Government of the Brazilian State of
Roraima.
A video demonstration released recently by the State of Roraima shows
that shipping through Guyana could significantly decrease the existing transport
cost.
Guyana is linked directly to Brazil
through Lethem, which lies just on the
edge of the border between the two
countries. The two nations established
diplomatic relations on August 26, 1968,
and have since cooperated in the areas of
trade, health, agriculture, transport and
security matters.
Cooperation could be enhanced
even further with there now being a clear
opportunity for Guyana to become a
transport-led economical route to the Atlantic Ocean for northern Brazil’s import
and export of commodities.
“This further enhances our view
that Guyana can become a major transport hub and the gateway between South
America and the rest of the world,” President, Dr Irfaan Ali said in a post on his
official Facebook page.
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of
the Guyana Office for Investment (GoInvest), Dr Peter Ramsaroop, in sharing
his views on the potential that exists as a
result of Guyana’s strategic position,
said: “It will explode investments in
many sectors.”
This is so because, in his view, a
journey that would take days using the
Amazon River would be reduced to a
matter of hours via road transportation.
“This in turn opens up many new
industries in a transport-led economy for
northern Brazil… new lands would open
up due to hundreds of miles of new roads
and there would even be support to Suriname and French Guiana,” Dr Ramsaroop said.
Already, there are great opportunities in the pipeline for Guyanese and
Brazilians, as authorities move closer to
finalising further arrangements for the
paving of the road from Linden to
Lethem, which serves as a conduit for
travel between the two South American
nations.
“Linden-Lethem corridor will be a
game-changer for Guyana and Brazil,”
Director of the Department of International Cooperation at Guyana’s Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation, Ambassador Forbes July had

Guyana’s geographical location on the edge of South America has made the country the shortest and most economical route for exports from Brazil through the Panama Canal

said during his address at the recent joint
launch of World Vaccination Week in
Bonfim.
As it is now, the journey from
Lethem to Georgetown takes as many as
13 hours, depending on the state of the
road. The unpaved 450-kilometre road
from Linden to Lethem is often impassable in the rainy season, due to flooding
along low-lying sections of the trail.
Although air travel to Lethem is
also possible, anecdotal information
shows that the cost factor often discourages the average Guyanese from choosing this mode of transportation.
Once paved, the road which was referred to as a game-changer by Ambassador July, will eradicate many
bottlenecks to travel by reducing ground
transportation time to approximately five
hours.
This piece of infrastructure will not
just improve transportation, but it will
also augment trade and tourism and increase land value, among other things.
President of the Caribbean Development Bank (CDB), Dr Hyginus ‘Gene’
Leon, in describing the massive project
which will be done in phases, said: “Almost one half of Guyana’s potential will
be linked one way or the other to just
opening that corridor… we are using
Linden to Lethem, but I am referring
here from the deep-sea port in George-

town all the way to connectivity to
Brazil.”
The CDB is no stranger to this initiative, since it has provided direct funding of US$112 million for the upgrading
of 121 kilometres of road from Linden
to Mabura Hill. The project is a joint undertaking of Guyana, the United Kingdom and the CDB.
The Ministry of Public Works in
May signed a contract worth US$190
million with Construtora Queiroz Galvao S.A. from Brazil for the Linden to
Mabura Hill upgrade project.
At the signing and sod-turning ceremony held at Wisroc Junction, Linden,
Minister within the Ministry of Public
Works Deodat Indar, had said the first
phase of this project stretches some 121
kilometres and will see a two-lane highway.
He said that the width of each lane
is expected to be some 3.6 metres, giving
a total of around 7.2 metres of driving
surface with hard shoulders, shared cyclists and pedestrian lanes, a utility corridor and approximately 10 bus stops
placed along the stretch.
To make transportation even easier,
the government has approached the Islamic Development Bank (IsDB) for
US$120 million to rehabilitate the Soesdyke-Linden Highway.
Those transformational projects

will create the right conditions to support
planned expansions in the area of agriculture. It was reported recently that
Guyana and Brazil will be looking to enhance and diversify trade in this area.
The possibilities for expansion in
the area of agricultural trade were explored when President of Brazil Jair Bolsonaro visited Guyana at the invitation
of President Dr Irfaan Ali.
According to a joint statement following engagements between the two
Presidents, the Heads of State agreed on
the importance of expanding and diversifying agricultural trade between the
two countries.
Agriculture has been a critical area
of cooperation between the two South
American nations since they established
diplomatic relations on August 26, 1968.
This relationship was enhanced on
June 27, 2001, when an Economic Complementation Agreement (Partial Scope
Agreement) was signed between Brazil
and Guyana. The agreement, which was
since amended, aims to foster bilateral
trade flows by the exchange of tariff
preferences between the parties, cooperation on trade matters and increased participation of the private sector.
Presidents Ali and Bolsonaro have
since committed to broadening the scope
and expanding the provisions of the Partial Scope Agreement.
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Sushant Singh Rajput case: In 2 years, Mumbai Police find no foul play,

Probe still can’t ﬁnd foul play
in Sushant Singh’s death
It has been 2 years since the demise of Hindi
film actor Sushant Singh Rajput. The actor's demise
came as a shock to his fans and well-wishers across
the country. He was found dead in his apartment on
the afternoon of June 14. After the preliminary investigation, the Mumbai Police said that they did
not find any foul play and stated that it was death
by suicide. In August 2020, the case was taken over
by the Central Bureau of Investigation after the late
actor's family demanded the same. However, 22
months later, the CBI is yet to establish the cause
of the demise and file a charge sheet.
The officers investigating the death of Rajput
have been tight-lipped on their findings. They are
insisting that the agency is looking into all possible
angles. Reportedly, there has been no change in the

status of the case. During their 22-month-long investigation, the central agency interrogated multiple witnesses, looked through Rajput's social media
accounts, and a psychiatric evaluation of his state
of mind before death.
In September 2020, a medical board of All
India Institute of Medical Sciences concluded in
their report that the actor's death was a case of suicide. The board stated 'asphyxia due to hanging' as
the cause of the death. According to the reports by
AIIMS, there was no injury or struggle marks on
his body and his clothing was not disturbed.
However, Singh's family were not satisfied
with the results and called the findings faulty.
Meanwhile, CBI has not given a statement on
their findings or filed a charge sheet yet.
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Guyana borrows US$44M from
World Bank for education
The World Bank’s Board of Executive Directors has approved some
US$44 million for Guyana Strengthening Human Capital through Education
Project.
The project will focus on expanding access to quality education at the
secondary level, as well as improving
technical and vocational training
(TVET) to meet the needs of the labour
market, the Bank said in a press release. The funding aims to prepare
Guyanese citizens to excel in emerging
sectors of the economy including climate-resilient agriculture, low-carbon
technology, and digital development.
“Guyana is investing heavily in its
citizens, with education and vocational
training playing a key role as the country is at a key juncture of its growth,”
said Diletta Doretti, World Bank Resident Representative for Guyana and
Suriname.
“This project complements other
education initiatives that the World
Bank is supporting, as the government
is working to ensure that more people
can acquire the needed skills to benefit
from the ongoing economic transformation.”
Activities under the project are expected to benefit at least 60,744 stu-

The World Bank headquarters

dents and 2,128 teachers and principals
at the secondary level.
At the TVET level, a minimum of
600 students and 140 secondary and
post-secondary TVET trainers will benefit from professional development activities. The project will support the
piloting and national rollout of a new
curriculum for grades 7-9, which emphasizes environmental stewardship
and climate change, integrated into social studies and science for grades 7
and 9. The project will also finance

textbooks for grades 7-11 to support
the rollout of the new curriculum and
the urgent need for learning recovery
following the pandemic.
Increased support for teachers and
principals is also envisioned under the
project. This includes training teachers
on the new curriculum and how to
teach students with different needs –
including students with disabilities.
Other interventions include the
coaching and mentoring of teachers to
support continuous professional devel-

opment and the development and implementation of an instructional leadership and managerial programme for
principals.
In light of the learning losses
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic,
project activities will include establishing an early warning system to help
teachers and principals identify and
support students at risk of dropping
out. General secondary schools will
also be built or rehabilitated to improve
the learning environment for students,
as well as improving infrastructure, climate resilience and access to education
for all students.
The project will also support technical and vocational training, which
will include transferrable skills to equip
students for a changing labor force, including digital competency skills. It
will strengthen the enabling environment for TVET and improve the quality and relevance of training options.
The project includes encouraging apprenticeship, a digital platform providing information on training
opportunities, and the preparation of a
new TVET policy that will set the direction for the sector’s medium- to
long-term development.

Hitman confesses to killing Brazilians for $2M
Months after two Brazilian men
disappeared from their camp at Gold
Camp Backdam, Mountain Ayangana,
Potaro River, Region Eight, a hitman
has reportedly confessed to murdering
them for $2M. Police have since been
able to locate skeletal remains suspected to be those of the murdered
men.
This development was confirmed
by Crime Chief Wendell Blanhum.
The murdered Brazilian men have
been identified as Geraldo Vieria DeSouza and Edivaldo Alves DaSilva. Police had no clue that the men had been
murdered until they were tipped off by
a villager in the area.
Ranks from the Madhia Police
Station learnt that the men may have
been murdered between March and
April, 2022. A suspect was identified
and police finally arrested the individual identified as Lyfrey Alban over the
weekend.
While in custody, Alban reportedly confessed that he was hired as a
hitman to kill the two men for $2M.
He told cops that another Brazilian
national had contracted him for the job.
He described the man who contracted

Alban said that he took the job and
armed himself with a 20 gauge shotgun
to carry out his work. Together with
“Jackie Chan”, Alban went to the victims’ camp where he shot them dead.
He now alleges that the Macushee
had left the backdam and never returned to pay him off for the job.
Alban has since assisted police in
locating the skeletal remains of the
men, and a 20 gauge shot gun believed
to be the murder weapon was seized
from him.
An investigation is ongoing.

Confessed hitman, Lyfrey Alban

him as a Macushee (an Amerindian
tribe) man called “Jackie Chan”. Alban
claimed that “Jackie Chan” told him

that the two men had murdered his son
in a Brazilian mine some time back and
he wanted revenge.
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Hess Oil to exit US exploration to
focus on Guyana, Suriname
With Guyana recording the largest
discovery of oil and gas resources in the
last 20 years and with a shift in investment patterns in the industry, at least one
of the partners in the Stabroek block has
signalled an exit from the US and other
developments in order to focus on the
likes of Guyana and Suriname.
This was the sentiment of Hess
Corporation’s CEO John Hess, who recently confirmed that the company has
seen its fortunes grow with its interest in
the Stabroek Block, a reservoir that has
grown the company’s asset base.
Speaking to the company’s investment strategy during the recently held,
38th Strategic Decisions Conference
2022—organised by Bernstein Anonymous—Hess used the occasion to reiterate, “oil and gas is a resource business,
you have to grow your resource over
time and invest in growing that resource
if your cash flow is going to be greater
five or ten years from now.”
To this end, he sought to point out
that, “the challenge for shale producers
they are not growing their resources they
are actually liquidating which is allows
them to return a lot of capital to shareholders but not grow their intrinsic
value.”

According to Hess, “we are the
only oil company that can grow intrinsic
value while at the same time, been growing cash returns or cash yields to our
shareholders and that’s based upon a
strategy of three things, grow the resource, high returns, go down the cost
curve, have a low cost to supply, and
have industry leading cash flow
growth.”
Hess elucidated saying, “on the resource side we are very focused but balanced portfolio and we think to grow
that resource you can’t just stay in shale;
we have the Bakken Shale, we have gas
annuity basically in Malaysia that has
certainly another ten years to go in it.’
He said too, “you have the gulf of
Mexico where you do have some growth
potential and then you have Guyana.”
With this in mind, he sought to remind, “…the important thing is with that
portfolio we are able to grow our production 10 percent a year; an investor recently when we are on the road said you
are the only growth company left in the
oil and gas industry well, that’s because
we have focused on growing resource
He recalled too that “we were criticized three years ago for investing; a
number of investors said stop investing

Hess Oil CEO John Hess

just give us the cash back, we said look
we have higher returns specifically in
Guyana we are going to benefit from that
investment as we grow the resource we
grow the cash flow.”
With regards the investments in the
Permian Basin, Hess was quick to point
out that while the company plans to add
another rig, it intends to cap its investments there, with the intention of focusing on its more lucrative options such as

Guyana and more recently Suriname.
Speaking to the returns for its investment in Guyana, Hess told stakeholders “now that we have a second
(production) ship on, every ship at
US$65 Brent adds US$1B a year of; as
a consequence, our cash flow because
we have these low cost developments
coming on every year, our cash flow
growth is 25 percent a year compounded, each year for the next five
years and quite frankly with more ships
it can actually go out to 2030.”
He credited to positive forecast a
decreased cost curve, saying “our cash
cost per barrel goes down 25 percent to
US$9 per Barrel of Oil by 2026, our
breakeven as a company will be US$45
Brent for 2026 and at the end of the day
that cash flow growth is going to compound where we grow in intrinsic value
but also start to return cash alone way as
well.”
Speaking to the focus on the
Guyana reservoirs, Hess was adamant,
“resource does matter in our business
and (in Guyana) it’s actually very low
cost high margin, low carbon footprint
oil, so it’s going to be needed 20 years
from now and it’s a real advantage for
our company versus other companies.”

CRIME & COURTS

Cop arrested for killing of Golden Grove youth
The Police Complaints Authority
(PCA) has commenced investigations
into the killing of 23-year-old, Quindon
Bacchus Friday last at Haslington, East
Coast Demerara (ECD) by a police officer.
At least this is what the Force related to the media on Sunday via its
Corporate Communications Unit
(CCU). The CCU stated, “The file
(case file) will be sent to the Chairman
of the Police Complaints Authority tomorrow (Monday) to conduct a thorough investigation”.
The Force’s move to let the PCA
investigate the matter came after a section of the media shared a video on its
Facebook page from a security camera
that captured the officer firing bullets
while chasing Bacchus.
Based on the footage seen, it appeared as if the policeman and Bacchus
were speaking with each other at a car
parked at the corner of a street, within
the Haslington community. Just as

some schoolchildren were passing by,
shots rang out.
While the children ran for cover,
an individual, presumed to be Bacchus
was seen running away from the car
with another man (cop chasing behind).
A group of men was also seen running
behind the two men.
Police had reported on Friday that
its rank had shot Bacchus around
14:30hrs during a sting operation. It
was alleged that ranks had learned that
Bacchus had an illegal gun to sell.
Arrangements were made for an undercover cop to purchase the gun from
him.
The undercover cop allegedly
showed up to do business but while
Bacchus was allegedly handing over
the weapon, someone reportedly blew
his cover.
Police alleged that after Bacchus
realised that he was caught in a sting
operation, he shot at the cop. The policeman reportedly returned fire and
Shot dead: Quindon Bacchus

Bacchus ran away and jumped into a
yard where he shot at the rank again.
The policeman alleged that he
took cover and fired back again and this
time, Bacchus was struck to his body
and he fell to the ground. An injured
Bacchus was picked up and rushed to a
hospital where he died while receiving
treatment. According to reports, Bacchus was shot six times.
Family members, had reportedly
claimed that while identifying his body,
they noticed what looked like a gunshot
wound to his head as well. They have
since ventured out into streets protesting for justice.
Through a lawyer, Darren Wade,
Bacchus’ family publicly called on the
Force to conduct an impartial probe
into the death and requested that they
be allowed to witness his autopsy. The
family also wanted to know if any
wanted bulletin had been issued for him
before.
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‘Student’ acquitted of murder
after spending 9 years in prison
KNIVES have no place in schools,
a T&T High Court judge has admonished as he acquitted a 25-year-old man
who has been in custody for nine years,
charged with a murder he was accused
of committing at the age of 15.
“Pens, pencils and books – but
knives have no place in school. What are
knives doing in school? I do not know,”
Justice Geoffrey Henderson said, after
telling Jonathan Timothy Bruce he was
freed of the May 27, 2013, murder of
Renaldo Dixon at the Waterloo Secondary School. Dixon was killed during the
morning break period, allegedly over a
girl.
Henderson also had a message for
all school students: “Walk away.”
“Here is a schoolboy who has spent
nine years of his life awaiting a trial, so
even though he was acquitted he has lost
nine years. It would have been better if
everyone would have walked away.”
Henderson’s comments came as a
postscript to his verdict of not guilty at
the end of a judge-only trial at the San
Fernando High Court, where he referred
to the current rise in school violence.
He also noted aspects of the evidence in the case of a knife being found
in Dixon’s pocket and another which
was not found.
“How are these students permitted
to enter a school with such dangerous
and lethal weapons, and why do they
have them? Perhaps there is a need now
to start scanning students when they
enter schools.”
He was also critical of the nineyear wait for the matter to reach trial,
saying it was unacceptable.
“The accused in this matter was a

Justice Geoffrey Henderson: no weapons in schools

form five student sitting exams at the
time of this incident. It should never
have taken this long to bring this matter
to trial."
Henderson said Bruce had to wait
nine years to have his day in court.
Bruce was committed to stand trial in
June 2016, but the Office of the Director
of Public Prosecutions only filed the indictment in December 2020.
Bruce’s attorney, Ainsley Lucky,
had filed a motion to have the indictment stayed for abuse and delay, but
Henderson overruled this.
He also had some advice for Bruce,
“You now have to pick up the

pieces of your life. You are going back
to a different Trinidad and Tobago…
Make something of yourself. Learn to
walk away.”
At trial, the State relied on the evidence of 31 witnesses, 18 of whom testified in person at the virtual hearing,
including teachers and students.
It was alleged on May 27, 2013,
Bruce and Dixon were in a classroom
with other students when they were involved in a fight.
It was alleged, Bruce pulled out a
knife and stabbed Dixon, a form three
student. A school safety officer allegedly
had to save Bruce from being kicked and

cuffed by other students before the police got to the school and arrested him.
The defence argued on Bruce's behalf was self-defence and provocation.
One student testified to seeing
Dixon slap Bruce. Dixon’s best friend
said Bruce pushed Dixon before he was
slapped and then pulled the knife.
After highlighting the testimony of
several of the students, Henderson said
the evidence of Dixon’s best friend was
inconsistent with that of the other witnesses on the commotion in the classroom, and could not be believed.
“The deceased was his best friend,
and I do not believe that he has given
truthful and unbiased evidence.”
Instead, Henderson said the evidence of Bruce’s then-girlfriend, Kristen
Dixon, and another female student at the
time was more plausible.
“Both gave evidence of Kristen
Dixon being placed in a difficult position of being forced to choose between
the two boys in the presence of the boys,
and choosing the accused...
“The evidence of these two witnesses points to the deceased being rejected by Kristen Dixon and, having
been spurned, lashing out at the accused.
It makes little sense the other way
around.”
In his verdict, Henderson said there
was sufficient evidence in the prosecution’s case to raise the issue of self-defence.
“This defence is for the prosecution
to disprove to the criminal standard…
On the evidence, the prosecution has not
disproved self-defence.”
He said it was Dixon who initiated
the attack.

2,000 Trinis get cruise ship jobs with RCI
ACTING T&T prime minister Colm Imbert is
happy that 2,000 citizens were able to get jobs with
Royal Caribbean International.
Imbert observed that a question from Naparima
MP Rodney Charles on this matter contained some exaggerations.
"It is my information, I have been so advised, that
just over 4,000 persons showed up seeking, 2,000 job
opportunities (with Royal Caribbean)."
He said Charles's claim that Royal Caribbean's
recruitment drive was "heavily and massively oversubscribed" was wrong.
"That is not unusual, that if jobs are available, that
twice the (number) of persons seeking the job opportunities would apply for the jobs."
He congratulated the Tourism, Culture and the
Arts Ministry "for making these opportunities available to citizens of Trinidad and Tobago."
The cruise tourism industry was one of the first
casualties of the covid19 pandemic when it began in
2020. The pandemic also made it difficult for new applicants to seek jobs in the industry.
Imbert said, "This is an industry where persons

have been out of work for quite a while.
"These are good jobs. They are foreign-exchangeearning jobs. There is consistent and tremendous training within this employment opportunity."
As acting prime minister, Imbert was happy that
"2,000 of our citizens can now get access to these good
jobs."
Charles insisted the recruitment drives were oversubscribed. He demanded Imbert give his personal
opinion as to whether this would have happened in a
more developed country.
Imbert replied, "From my 30-odd years' experience in this Parliament, it is improper to ask a (government) minister for his opinion."

He reiterated, "The use of the terminology 'massively oversubscribed' is incorrect. There were twice
as many applicants as there were jobs."
Imbert also reiterated his congratulations to the
ministry and the government.
On May 23, the ministry signed a memorandum
of understanding with Royal Caribbean, for jobs for
roughly 2,000 citizens on its cruise ships. They are eligible under 500 job titles in categories such as food
and beverage management, culinary arts, guest service
and guest relations, hotel management and entertainment.
Recruitment fairs were held last week in Port of
Spain, San Fernando and Tobago.
At a post-Cabinet news conference on June 9,
Tourism, Culture and the Arts Minister Randall
Mitchell said he attended the Florida-Caribbean Cruise
Association Summit in Puerto Rico from June 1-3, and
learned: “A number of other cruise lines are interested
in a labour force from TT, recognising internationally
that we do have a high-quality labour force, so those
are additional opportunities coming forward. They
reached out to us at the conference."
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Central Bank warns: T&T can't
rely on petrodollar windfall
TRINIDAD and Tobago is benefiting from increased production in oil, gas
and petrochemicals and from higher
prices for them, but amid global uncertainties must not rely on any such windfall indefinitely, warned the Central
Bank in its Monetary Policy Report May
2022, issued on Monday.
"In the very uncertain global setting care must be taken to not consider
this ‘windfall’ as permanent, and to continue much needed structural reforms to
strengthen TT’s competitiveness, said
the report in its key messages."
The bank reiterated the point in its
overview and outlook.
"Much-needed structural reforms
should also be accelerated to reduce bureaucracy and strengthen TT’s dynamism and attractiveness in tourism,
financial and other service markets."
The report's key messages cited
positives for TT domestically, but amid
negatives globally.
"The global economic recovery is
likely to slow in 2022, owing to high
food and energy prices on account of the
Russian/Ukraine crisis and supply shortages stemming from the covid19 pandemic, which have added to inflationary
pressures across many economies.
"Domestically, higher crude oil and
petrochemical production spearheaded a
return to positive growth in energy sector activity during the fourth quarter of
2021.
"The roll-back of covid19 restrictions boosted business operations in
some non-energy sectors while inflation,
though rising, remains relatively contained."
"Recent high international energy
prices have boosted the public finances
and external accounts, creating a welcome space for financing further adjustment to the lingering effects of the
pandemic.
The report's overview said the
global economy had begun 2022 in recovery mode, but alongside rising inflation.
The war in Ukraine had caused a
surge in energy prices and commodity
prices and impacted real incomes and
consumption globally.
"The war has also resulted in renewed supply shortages, including for
wheat, vegetable oils, certain metals,
and electronic components."
The report blamed "tremendous
volatility in capital markets" on the fact
of global stock prices oscillating on
news surrounding the war, worry over
interest rates, and fear of recession

The Central Bank Towers in Port of Spain, Trinidad

owing to monetary over tightening.
"At the same time, rising covid19
inflections and associated lockdowns in
China and elsewhere not only threaten
to add to existing supply constraints but
provide a sobering indication that the
pandemic has not yet run its full
course."
All this had a mixed effect locally.
"Domestically, signs of a fairly
broad-based economic recovery became
more evident during the fourth quarter
of 2021."
This included an uptick in energysector activity/production in late 2021.
"In addition, the continued rollback of restrictions on movement led to
a gradual resumption in output in many
non-energy sector businesses, including
distribution, manufacturing and construction."
However, global supply-side factors were stimulating inflation.
"The surge in international prices
for food staples such as sugar, wheat and
vegetable oils, tighter shipping costs,
transportation delays, and adverse
weather conditions led to marked increases in food inflation."
Core inflation (excluding food inflation) also rose in TT with the reduced

subsidy on gasoline, and domestic consumers feeling the global hikes in costs
of construction materials, such as cement.
"Excess liquidity, as measured by
commercial banks’ reserves held at the
Central Bank in excess of the required
levels, declined from $7.7 billion in November 2021 to $3.9 billion in April
2022"
The report noted a rebound in business lending in October 2021, along
with a rise in real estate mortgage lending, but said consumer lending has remained stymied.
"Credit conditions allowed for a
small reduction in bank’s lending rates,
from 7.04 per cent to 6.93 per cent on
average between September 2021 and
March 2022."
The report's outlook said global
economic prospects worsened in early
2022.
Citing global growth of 6.1 per
cent last year, it said the IMF had reduced its estimates for this year and next
by 0.8 and 0.2 per cent respectively to
be 3.6 per cent each year.
This was blamed on fallout from
the Ukraine crisis including a major humanitarian crisis in Europe and sanc-

tions on Russia which derailed the previous robust global recovery.
The report expected energy prices
to remain high in 2022, while rising fertiliser prices would push up the cost of
food.
"The supply-side stimulus to both
food and core inflation in TT is anticipated to persist to the end of 2022."
It said re-opening of the economy
was boosting non-energy activity including employment opportunities.
"At the same time, job content and
the requirement for physical presence on
work sites are expected to be permanently affected by the pandemic-induced switch to greater virtual
transactions."
Considering a domestic economic
revival, the report said the energy sector
grew by 4.6 per cent in the fourth quarter of 2021 (year on year), with crude oil
production up by 8.8 per cent, natural
gas up by 0.9 per cent and petrochemicals up by 11 per cent (although largely
due to a base effect upon the post-maintenance restart of the Atlas methanol
plant.) The report said, in January, gas
production rose to 2,877 million cubic
feet per day, and oil production was stable at 61,678 barrels per day.
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Jamaica PM rattled by Guyana ban
on dancehall singer Skeng
Jamaica Prime Minister Andrew
Holness has labelled the ban of dancehall artiste Skeng from Guyana as an
embarrassment.
Holness made the comment at a Jamaica Labour Party (JLP) meeting in St
Catherine on Sunday. He said while the
situation is humiliating, the Government
of Jamaica could not intervene.
He added that the contents of many
popular dancehall songs should not define Jamaica.
“Whap Whap and chop chop and
ensure and all ah dem...all of those
things have their place but they can’t define us, we should not allow that to define us,” Holness said. “When another
country say ‘I don’t want your artistes in
my country’, it’s an embarrassment.”
Whap Whap refers to Skillibeng’s
single which talks about murder, while
Brysco’s Code explicitly highlights oral
sex using the drink Ensure.
Both songs have been heating up
the local music scene but are a source of
concern for many who believe they reflect negatively on the industry and Jamaica.
Holness, in his address, said he believes some of the things being portrayed
in music are seeping into the nation’s
schools and has left him “very concerned.”
“We see it trickling down into the
fights in the schools. We are concerned,
very, very concerned, and worried about
it. What has happened to us as Jamaicans
is that we are being defined by some
very limited things. Jamaica has allowed
itself to become defined by a limited
way of thinking,” the prime minister expressed.

This is not the first time Holness
has shown discontent with the quality of
music coming out of Jamaica. In April
2021, he shared that while artistes are
“free to reflect what is happening in the
society, you also have a duty to place it
in context.”
On Friday, Guyana public security
minister, Robeson Benn, labelled Skeng
persona non grata in that country.
The security minister said anti-social behaviour and lawlessness in any
form will not be tolerated in public
spaces.
“Any artiste who has a record of
promoting vulgar and lawless behaviour,
including the firing of gunshots in public
places, will not be granted permission to
appear on a public stage, they could still
make private club appearances and behave as badly as they want,” said Benn.
Benn’s pronouncements stems from
last month’s shooting incident at concert
dubbed Baderation held at the National
Park, Georgetown. Skeng was the headliner.
Skeng — whose given name is Kevaun Douglas — was approximately 15
minutes into a set at the Baderation concert in Guyana on May 28 when an
unidentified patron discharged his
firearm in a gun salute as the deejay performed his song Protocol. Members of
the crowd began scrambling for cover.
The artiste and his management
have distanced themselves from the incident.
Skeng has been the centre of controversy recently. In May, he was
charged with disorderly conduct and resisting arrest at the Norman Manley International Airport in Kingston while

Dancehall artiste Skeng: no longer allowed to perform in Guyana

about to board a plane for Trinidad and
Tobago.
He is being represented by attorney
Christopher Townsend, and will face the
Kingston and St Andrew Parish Court on
June 21.
Skeng is not the first Jamaican act
to come under scrutiny in Guyana. In

2008, Mavado and Bounty Killer were
temporarily banned after a concert they
headlined there ended abruptly following sporadic gunshots.
Three years later, dancehall act
Vybz Kartel songs were banned from the
country’s radio.

Mixed bag for Jamaicans at NY Grand Prix
JAMAICAN sprinter Briana
Williams struggled to keep pace at Sunday’s New York Grand Prix at Icahn
Stadium, where the fast-rising Ackeem
Blake continued his impressive season
with a strong 9.95 seconds (1.4m/s) win
at the World Athletics Continental Tour
Gold series meet.
There were second-place finishes
for Javon Francis and Danniel ThomasDodd at the meet which saw performances from 13 Jamaican athletes.
With the National Senior Championships set to get started next week, two
of Jamaica’s young standouts continued
their preparations for their shot at making the country’s team to the World Athletics Championships in Oregon, with
conflicting outcomes.
While 20-year-old Blake cata-

pulted himself into the conversation for
a spot on the 100m team, Williams’ performances this season have raised
doubts about her readiness heading into
the trials.
Blake was beaten to the line by
world champion Christian Coleman
who ran a season’s best 9.92 seconds.
A week after he ran an ‘unofficial’
9.92 seconds at the Music City Track
Carnival presented by Puma at Vanderbilt University track facilities in
Nashville, Tennessee, Blake confirmed
his fine form, beating his previous personal best of 10.08 seconds which he
ran twice this year and joining Oblique
Seville, 9.86 and Davonte Burnett, 9.99
seconds as the Jamaican men who have
run under 10 seconds so far this season.
Blake is also the 22nd Jamaican man to

go under 10 seconds in the 100m.
American Marvin Bracy finished
third in a season’s best 10.03 seconds
while another Jamaican, Kevaun Rattray
was seventh with a season’s best 10.52
seconds.
Meanwhile, Williams, the Olympic
relay gold medallist could only manage
a fifth-place finish in the women’s 100m
which was won by American Aleia
Hobbs in an impressive personal best
time of 10.83 seconds,
Hobbs went under her previous
best of 10.85 seconds to finish ahead of
her compatriots Sha’Carri Richardson
who was second in 10.85 seconds and
Teahna Daniels, who ran third in 10.99
seconds, both season’s best marks.
Williams, who ran 10.98 seconds
in Kingston last week, stopped the clock

at 11.11 seconds with another Jamaican,
Ashanti Moore finishing seventh with a
season’s best 11.18 seconds.
Francis ran 45.73 seconds for second in the men’s 400m and was just
beaten by American Tyler Terry, who
posted 45.70 seconds, with South
Africa’s Derrick Mokaleng finishing
third in 46.55 seconds.
Meanwhile, Thomas-Dodd threw
18.40m for second in the women’s shot
put as American Jessica Ramsey won
with 18.90m and Raven Saunders was
third with 17.92m.
In the women’s 400m hurdles, Shiann Salmon placed third in 55.28 seconds as Panama’s Gianna Woodruff
broke the meet record with 54.35 seconds, which was also her best time this
season.
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Ex-Windies captain Daren Sammy
recieves award from Pakistan
PAKISTAN completed a 3-0 One
Day International (ODI) series sweep
over the West Indies on Sunday, after
they prevailed by 53 runs, under the
Duckworth/Lewis (D/L) method, at the
Multan Cricket Stadium, Multan.
Pakistan, who decided to bat first,
posted a score of 269 runs for nine wickets from their allotted 48 overs with
Shadab Khan hitting 86, while there
were useful contributions from the lefthanded trio of Imam-ul-Haq (62),
Fakhar Zaman (35) and Khushdil Shah
(34).
West Indies captain Nicholas
Pooran, who surprisingly brought himself into the attack with his occasional
off-spin, had career-best figures of four
wickets for 48 and pacer Keemo Paul
had 2/57.
The game was delayed by an hour,
during the Pakistan's innings, due to a

dust storm which engulfed the city.
Shadab Khan returned with the ball
to claim 4/62 with his leg-spin, while
pacer Hasan Ali had 2/29 and left-arm
spinner 2/56 as the West Indies were
bowled out for 216 in 37.2 overs.
For the West Indies, Akeal Hosein
scored his highest ODI score (60) and
Kacey Carty contributed 33.
Pakistan triumphed in the first ODI
on Wednesday by five wickets and the
second ODI on Friday by 120 runs – all
at Multan.
The West Indies will now switch
their attention to the home series against
Bangladesh, which comprises two Test
matches, three ODIs and five T20
matches. The first Test will take place
from June 16-20 at the Sir Vivian
Richards Stadium in North Sound, Antigua.

West Indies' Nicholas Pooran bowls during the final One-Day International

Trinidad’s Soca Warriors defeat St Vincent 2-0
Trinidad and Tobago defeated St
Vincent and the Grenadines 2-0 in
League B, Group C of the Concacaf
Nations League at the Arnos Vale

Recreation Ground in Kingstown, St
Vincent, on Friday.
A goal apiece from Neveal Hackshaw and Levi Garcia in the first half

T&T’s Levi Garcia

was enough to give TT the victory.
Rain started to fall at the end of
the first half and it affected the intensity in the second half as both teams
lacked pace.
It was TT’s second win on the trot
in the tournament after getting past
Bahamas 1-0 at the Hasely Crawford
Stadium in Mucurapo, on Monday.
TT head coach Angus Eve said St
Vincent and the Grenadines battled
during the match and the rain did impact the game.
“Credit to St Vincent they made
the game difficult for us in the last 35
minutes, but before that I thought we
dominated the game until the weather
changed and then they got a little bit of
spirit in them which (is understandable
because) they at home, they had a big
crowd in.
“Credit to us because we came
out very professional in the second
half and we won the game 2-0.”
Garcia was at the centre of many
of TT’s attacks on goal. In the fourth
minute, he dribbled into the 18-yard
box but his effort sailed over the crossbar.

Two minutes later, Garcia found
Noah Powder at the top of the box but
his shot went over the bar.
St Vincent and the Grenadines
also created chances of their own. In
the 14th minute, a promising attacking
play started by captain Cornelius
Stewart on the right side did not lead
to a clear cut chance on goal.
A minute later, Garret Leigertwood tried to pick out Stewart with a
cross, but the latter could not make
contact.
Hackshaw and Garcia combined
brilliantly to open the scoring for TT
in the 17th minute. Hackshaw first
played the ball to Garcia and the latter
found Hackshaw again who chested
the ball down in the 18-yard box and
calmly lobbed St Vincent and the
Grenadines goal-keeper Lemus
Christopher.
St Vincent tried to respond
quickly. In the 23rd minute, Azinho
Solomon ran up the right flank then
cut in on his left foot, but his attempt
from just outside the box was comfortably saved by TT goal-keeper Marvin
Phillip.
In the 25th minute, Garcia doubled the lead for TT. Shannon Gomez
crossed the ball from the right side and
Garcia, with two defenders surrounding him, headed the ball into the far
corner.
St Vincent and the Grenadines attempted to attack the TT goal, but
never tested Phillip.
In the 35th, TT defender Aubrey
David gave away the ball metres from
goal but the home team failed to capitalize.
Garcia was elated with the TT
team effort in the match.
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